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PREFACE

The FORREX mandate is to facilitate knowledge-based solutions by:
• Integrating science, experiential, and indigenous knowledge into natural resource
management to promote sustainable ecosystem-based management practices.
• Establishing long-term investments in science and learning about managing our
natural resources by developing an infrastructure to:
- identify needs;
- build research and extension partnerships;
- share and manage information; and
- evaluate and report on progress.
• Building our learning capacity through the effective use of research, technology
and knowledge transfer, and extension education.
This report documents our progress in achieving our financial and operational
objectives during 2004-05.
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FORREX is a British Columbia-based charitable non-share corporation, founded
in 1998 to help people develop science and knowledge-based, innovative solutions
to natural resource management challenges. Through the contributions of
our staff, Partners, and funders, we link people to knowledge, and facilitate
continuous innovation and improvement in natural resource management—
practices that greatly influence the ecological, social, and economic well-being of
our communities. We believe that knowledge can make the greatest difference
when it is shared, empowering people to make more informed decisions. Today,
FORREX is recognized by clients, Partners, and organizations for its valuable
contribution to an innovative natural resource sector, and is considered an agent
for positive change.
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CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT

2004-05 BOARD OF DIRECTORS
John Innes, Chairperson - University of
British Columbia
Steve Carr, Vice Chair - BC Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management
Chris Cunningham, Treasurer - Kamloops
and District Woodlot Association
Chris Hollstedt, CEO and Secretary FORREX
Ken Baker - Forestry Innovation
Investment Ltd.
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Harry Bombay - National Aboriginal
Forestry Association
Denis Collins - BC Ministry of Forests
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Bruce MacLock - Sustainable Forest
Management Network

Gerry Fraser - International Forest
Products Ltd.
Ken Higginbotham - Canadian Forest
Products Ltd.
Keith Jones - R. Keith Jones and
Associates
Chris Lee - Natural Resources Canada,
Canadian Forest Service
Dan Lousier - Whiskey Jack Forest
Sciences

Luigi Morgantini - Weyerhaeuser Canada
Ltd.
Chris Ortner - Cirque Resource
Associates Ltd.
Dave Scott - Okanagan University
College
Alex Sinclair - Forest Engineering
Research Institute of Canada
Randy Trerise - Pope and Talbot Ltd.
Annette Van Niejenhuis - Western Forest
Products Ltd.
Dave Wilford - BC Ministry of Forests

If we measured progress by the number of committees established, the Canadian
natural resources sector, and the forest sector in particular, would be in exceptionally
good shape. It seems that we currently have a plethora of committees looking at
absolutely everything. While some of these committees are doing admirable work,
many have poorly defined mandates, have ineffective memberships, or involve
people who are too busy to give the problems adequate consideration. Furthermore,
there has been a tendency to increasingly view the creation of a committee as
the answer to a problem and by the time the committee reaches a conclusion (if
ever), the problem has been resolved by circumstances. The committee approach
to problem solving serves several purposes: it defers decisions, some of which
may be unpleasant; it shifts responsibility from a single individual or organization
to a group; and it enables problems associated with poor decision making to be
dispersed. This emphasis on process rather than results seems to have become
pervasive throughout the sector, and a crucial role for FORREX will be to help the
sector emerge from the crisis that this approach is failing to address. So, what can
FORREX do to move the cause of forests and natural resources forward?
There are many possibilities and, partly to pave the way to addressing such
issues, 2004-05 saw some significant changes in the way that FORREX operates.
The FORREX governance model promotes top-down steering through policy
development by the Board of Directors and a partner-based Steering Committee
and bottom-up driving through operational thematic working groups (Figure1).
This year, we established regional steering committees to inform the Board on
regional Partner needs and advise on future FORREX direction. By clearly defining
their membership and mandates, we aim to avoid the pitfalls of typical committees!
We now have three such committees, each chaired by a Director, addressing the
Coast, Southern Interior, and Northern Interior of our province. Through this
structure, Partners in British Columbia can provide more focused direction while the
Society can receive broader directives through our Partners in other jurisdictions.
These committees, together with our operational thematic working groups, help us
stay in touch with our Partners and others in the natural resources sector in a more
direct way that many other organizations can, keeping us focused on our vision and
defining pathways to get there.
So, where did our Partners direct us in the past, and where are our they steering
us now?
FORREX’s original mandate, as defined by Partners in 1998, states:
We are dedicated to providing learning and research opportunities to promote
healthy and sustainable ecosystems and communities in British Columbia,
throughout Canada, and beyond. The primary goal of the Partnership is to facilitate
co-operative and collaborative extension, technology development, and research
ventures between the partnering agencies.

Facilitation of our mandate will occur through four goals:

Strategic Direction 2005

1. Identify information needs of forest and range management practitioners in British Columbia and Canada,
including prioritizing these needs and identifying the
types of products required.

Our future mandate looks very similar, with our Partners
asking us to emphasize the following areas:

3. Enhance the extension capability in British Columbia
and Canada to accommodate the increasing technology
transfer needs.
4. Ensure scientific investment is protected and the data is
archived for future use.
Some more specific goals include, but are not limited to:
• ensuring that the collaborative extension, technology
transfer, research, and technology development activities
address the strategic science and information gaps of the
Members of the Partnership;
• assisting in linking interested parties with Members to
initiate and build collaborative, interdisciplinary ventures;
• serving as a forum for exchange of operational and
research ideas; and
• identifying and securing funding for extension, research,
technology development, and technology transfer activities.

CLIENT INPUT
STEERING COMMITTEE DIRECTION
STRATEGIC PLANNING
BUSINESS PLAN
IMPLEMENT
Criteria &
Indicators –
Partners, Board
& Staff

EVALUATION
IMPLEMENT
WORKPLAN
TACTICAL PLANS
WORKING GROUP/EXTENSION PLAN
CLIENT INPUT

Figure 1: FORREX Performance System

PARTNERS,
BOARD &
CEO
Performance
Review –
by Clients &
External Audit
CEO,
CLUSTER
LEADERS,
TEAM &
PARTNERS

• Increasing capacity for, and co-ordination of, data
custodianship and information management within the
innovation sector, but in support of the natural resource
sector.
• Increasing capacity for information and educational
resources for natural resource professionals, with an
emphasis on continuing competency, and innovative and
cost-effective continuing education approaches.
• Enhancing and enabling knowledge transfer among
partners in the knowledge sector.
• Continuing to provide leadership in the forest sector, and
expanding into other forest-based resource sectors, such
as mining, energy, and recreation.
• Remaining a neutral and objective source of science,
experiential, and indigenous knowledge.
• Revisiting, and if necessary, revising the FORREX
governance structure to help us provide leadership,
achieve our mandate, remain economically viable, and
uphold our principles of neutrality, trust, respect, fairness,
equity, and quality.
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2. Establish a common forum for delivery of extension
products to users.

• Maintaining and/or enhancing our sustainability
programs and increasing socio-economics extension
capacity, with an emphasis on achieving social, cultural,
and economic sustainability within the context of a
sustainable environment.
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Pressing Priorities
The long-term result of past approaches to forest management in British Columbia
means that we have a generation of foresters trained to undertake prescriptive
forestry. The challenges of a results-based approach to management are substantial
and, in the past, the Forestry Continuing Studies Network and the Forest
Management Institute of British Columbia would have aided adaptation to the
new system. With FCSN no longer in existence and FMIBC in holding mode,
FORREX has a role to play in leading the emergence of a new program of learning
and continuing studies. For this to be effective, the forestry community must
accept, as most other professions did long ago, that continuing education is an
important part of professional accountability and that such educational programs
are costly. FORREX needs to solve this problem, but it must do this in partnership
with others, working with organizations such as the Association of BC Forest
Professionals and academic institutions.
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IN MEMORIAM
Jim Rodney
FORREX Director
2000-01 to 2003-04
Jim Rodney passed away in December
2004 after a brief illness. Jim’s cheerful
disposition, thought-provoking approach,
and intellectual contributions to FORREX
and to continuing forestry education in
British Columbia will be greatly missed
by our community.
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FORREX could also play a key role in helping resolve the undergraduate education
crisis that currently exists in the resources sector. Fewer and fewer people are
entering university programs, and soon, there will be major shortages of skilled
personnel. FORREX could help resolve this problem in several ways. Firstly,
educators and others, such as the Canadian Forestry Accreditation Board (CFAB),
responsible for curriculum design and approval, need to be made more aware of the
needs of society and the training needs of today’s resource managers. It is simply
unacceptable that we continue to train foresters and others in the skills that were
necessary 30 years ago. The “Ivory Towers” of academe are only too apparent in the
material that is taught to our future resource managers. Secondly, there could be a
role for FORREX in the informing of schoolteachers, many of whom are steering
students away from careers in the natural resources sector because they consider
the sector to be ‘bad.’ Yet wood is the ultimate sustainable product and restoring
functioning ecosystems following resource extraction is admirable work! This will
also involve partnerships with organizations and agencies whose primary mandates
are educational curriculum and outreach to primary and secondary school teachers.

The Board has a major role to play here in ensuring that
FORREX continues to serve the best interests of the
people of British Columbia and Canada, despite obstacles
to progress and innovation at the policy, management,
and operational levels. FORREX supports the continuum
of knowledge generation, exchange, and application,
but encounters the strongest resistance to necessary
change when the pace of change is accelerating. Many
of these changes will require maintenance of a ‘can do’
strategy amongst FORREX staff and Partners—to remain
motivated, we must focus on the positive change that is
occurring as a direct result of our work. We are making,
and will continue to make, a difference!

While we are honoured to deliver the provincial forest
extension program on behalf of the Province, FORREX
continues to rely heavily on a funding relationship that
would be of much greater benefit to our communities if
we were embraced as a partner, rather than limited in our
effectiveness through constraints. The Board of Directors is
committed to working on a governance arrangement that
will facilitate such a partnership and see FORREX as a
recognized agency in natural resource extension.
Our attempts to establish a balanced fiscal agenda have
not been as successful as I had hoped. We are extremely
grateful to TimberWest Ltd. for a grant of $5,000 towards
our operating costs. The intention of this initial grant was
to open the way to other cash contributions from Partners,
but these have not materialized. I encourage our Partners
to contribute to our ‘Network of Knowledge’ campaign
and to help us approach our target of one third of revenues
coming from unrestricted sources.
I welcome the following new Partners: BC Community
Forest Association; Bulkley Valley Centre; NicolaSimilkameen Innovative Forest Practices Society; and
TimberWest. I would again like to thank our CEO, Chris
Hollstedt, and all her staff for the enormous efforts that
they have put into FORREX over the past year. Our
organization continues to evolve in a very positive fashion.
This reflects the dynamic nature of the Partnership and it
is one of our primary strengths. On behalf of the whole
Board of Directors, I very much hope that we will be able
to maintain the energy and optimism that characterizes
FORREX.

Dr. John Innes

FORREX gratefully acknowledges the financial contributions
from the Province of British Columbia, Forest Investment
Account.
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There is a desperate need for better co-ordination of
research activities in the natural resources sector, and
the introduction of professional methods of research
evaluation, particularly in British Columbia. It is
disappointing to see that, although program evaluation is
one of FORREX’s skill areas, our expertise is not being
made use of. Instead, we have a rather ineffective series of
research funding committees, each spending considerable
amounts of research funding on their own administration.
A continuing problem here is that anyone and everyone
frequently believes that they are capable of evaluating
research, something that has been shown time and again
to be wrong. Scientists generally have ten or more years
of post-secondary training in scientific methods, and the
knowledge gained is very different to that obtained in a
four-year undergraduate degree. The application of the
sort of principles expounded by some business schools is
causing considerable damage to research and is stifling
innovation in the sector. While one of the original roles
of FORREX was to ensure that collaborative extension,
technology transfer, research, and technology development
activities address the strategic science and information
gaps of the Members of the Partnership, we are doing so
passively by producing needs assessments reports and by
participating on research advisory committees. Is it time
for FORREX to provide leadership in this area, and assist
others in meeting the challenge?
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“The Ministry of Forests has
had a successful long-term
working partnership with
FORREX. The extension
products, workshops and
outreach tools that have been
developed by this agency have
benefited the ministry, our
clients, the people of British
Columbia and the broader
international audience.”
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Jim Snetsinger,
Chief Forester, BC Ministry
of Forests

Change, transition, adaptation, and renewal best describe 2004-05. The FORREX
model is designed to be organic and flexible, shifting strategies, priorities, and
services based on business drivers, client demand, Partner and staff capacity,
and the realities of available resources. This model is founded in the theories of
learning organizations and systems thinking. FORREX is designed to enable
knowledge-based natural resource solutions through collaborative problem solving,
partnerships, and co-operation. During 2004-05, our model was tested to the
extreme with unprecedented changes in our community and working environment.
We experienced forest industry rationalization, increased activity in the energy and
mining sectors, staff changes, and the loss of two key Partner delivery organizations.
We also entered the era of the Forest and Range Practices Act with a focus on results
and increased reliance on professional competence, creating increased demand for
trustworthy, timely, cost-effective, and relevant extension products and services.
Climate change, mountain pine beetle, and species at risk became key business
drivers, and a renewed agreement with the Forest Investment Account – Forest
Science Program required a rethinking of our programs and services.
In times of change, is important and comforting to fall back on guiding principles
and core values to keep focused. Our corporate principles of neutrality, trust,
respect, fairness, equity, and quality provided that guidance. In addition to these
corporate principles, the FORREX team developed a set of core values to keep
us happy and healthy while we strive to achieve some pretty demanding goals.
By continuing to respect each other, share in our goals, work with ethics and
integrity, achieve personal and professional balance and growth, and continue to
adapt, we feel we can meet the expectations of our Partners and provide the quality
of services our clients have come to expect while achieving a healthy balance in
our personal lives.
Balancing services to meet topical and client group expectations within real fiscal
and time constraints is always a challenge. How we spend our time directly relates
either to where there is an identified gap in knowledge or to a client demand for
information. Figure 2 helps illustrates how we spent our time by topic in 200405. During the year, FORREX spent 40% of our time addressing production,
operations, harvesting, and wood quality information needs as well as silviculture
and forest practices questions. We spent 19% of our time on social, cultural,
economic, policy, tenure, and tradeoff topics; 13% of our time addressing ecosystem
management, landscape ecology, and species ecology knowledge gaps; 7% of
our time on information and knowledge management; 6% of our time on forest
hydrology, riparian and fisheries topics; and 14% of our time on governance.
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Figure 2: Percentage of staff time spent by topic in
2004-05.
Our distribution of time by client group continues to
correspond with both the size and requests of that client
group. Industry continues to be the largest customer with
21% of our efforts directed towards this group. Provincial,
Federal, Aboriginal, Academic, Non-government and
Public client services ranged between 14% and 12%.
This representation of time by client group (Figure 3) is
similar to figures in past years. We will continue to strive to
achieve a balance between top-down programming driven
to some extent by contractual obligations, with bottom-up
programming driven by client needs.

10%

11%

18%

12%

3%

2%

02-03 03-04 04-05

02-03 03-04 04-05

Public

Other

Figure 3: Percentage of staff time by client group,
years 2002-03, 2003-04 and 2004-05.
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10%
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Despite significant reductions in funds from the Province,
we continued to deliver comprehensive services with our
Partners and program clusters. We focused on results while
respecting the need of our sponsors for measurable outputs
that are cost effective and timely. Our efforts this year
reflect our diversity, from primary audience, topics, and
scale. Through a partnership with the Forest Engineering
Research Institute of Canada, Natural Resources Canada –
Canadian Forest Service, the BC Ministry of Forests (MOF),
and Malaspina University-College, forest resource managers
and planners learned about specific stand and landscape
strategies on variable retention and operational strategies—
strategies made possible in part through innovative results
from long-term research projects. Work continued with
Environment Canada, the BC Ministry of Water, Land
and Air Protection, University of Northern BC (UNBC),
and the Species at Risk Recovery Teams while a partnership
with the MOF, Okanagan University College, and
University of British Columbia (UBC) was integral to the
success of three watershed management events.

The Community Forestry Guidebook was published
through a collaboration with the BC Community Forest
Association and multiple funding partners, including: the
Vancouver Foundation, the BC Ministry of Forests – Forest
Investment Account (Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd.,
Forest Science Program, and the Small Tenures Program)
and Tides Canada Foundation – Endswell fund. First
Nations natural resource managers learned the importance
and the basics of managing metadata in partnership with
the Shuswap Nation Tribal Council, while a partnership
with FERIC and the Forest Science Program enabled forest
engineers to hear about new technologies and approaches
for constructing and maintaining roads and managing on
steep slopes.
I encourage you to read about our Partner and program
cluster highlights in the following sections encompassing
Forest Resources Dynamics; Ecosystem Management and
Conservation Biology; Watershed Management; Socioeconomics, Indigenous and Knowledge Management; and
Information Products and Services.
FORREX believes that people will make better decisions if
they have access to, and can understand, the best available
scientific, experiential, and indigenous knowledge. We
continued to maintain timely access to this information
through regularly updating our Web site, posting listserv
notices, updating metadata catalogues in the Natural
Resources Information Network, and publishing articles
of interest in LINK, Streamline Watershed Management
Bulletin, and the BC Journal of Ecosystems and Management
(JEM).
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Financial and intellectual contributions from the Forest
Practices Board, the BC Ministries of Forests, Sustainable
Resource Management, and Water, Land and Air
Protection, Tolko Forest Industries, International Forest
Products, Canadian Forest Products, and UBC helped
those responsible for forest policy and auditing work to
establish common ground on indicators of sustainable
forest management.

“I just have to say [regarding JEM extension note]…
you can’t get much more timely, relevant and
informative than that! In just five minutes I know
a lot more about what we might expect. Goes to
show the value of your work (and FORREX’s in
general).”
Cheryl Power, Resident Forester,
UBC Malcolm Knapp Research Forest

• the National Forest Strategy Coalition – Thematic areas 5) Knowledge and
Innovation for Competitiveness and Sustainability and 8) Reporting and
Accountability,
• the BC Coalition for the Implementation of the National Forest Strategy,
• the Association of Natural Resource Extension Professionals,
• the Canadian Institute of Forestry/Society of American Foresters,
• the Consortium for Advancing Monitoring for Ecosystem Sustainability in the
Americas, and
• the International Union of Forest Research Organizations.
By bringing forward ideas and models for extension, knowledge management
and exchange, we are helping to bridge the gaps between science, innovation,
and improved policies and practices. The FORREX team will continue to
provide leadership in enabling a knowledge-based natural resource sector through
collaborative problem solving, partnerships, and co-operative ventures in the
coming year.

Chris Hollstedt

“I always knew that forestry
was a main source of jobs and
income for the province, but
now I better appreciate just how
incredibly large this industry
really is.
Through my work at FORREX, I
have been given the opportunity
to read about how the
process of extension works.
I’ve learned that extension
is the link between research
and practice in the forest
industry. If information about
the environment and natural
resource utilization performance
doesn’t get extended to the
people who are working directly
in the logging, agriculture,
and mining industries, as
well as other industries, then
there would never be any
improvement in the way our
natural resources are managed.”
Lesley Korman, Summer Student,
Weyerhaeuser’s Jobs For Youth
(first-time employment)
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At a broader scale, we strive to enable a knowledge-based natural resource sector
through involvement in strategic initiatives of importance to British Columbia
and Canada. Some of the initiatives we were involved in this year to help us
achieve this goal included:
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The ability of FORREX to achieve our goals is directly related to the quality and
dedication our team. I take this opportunity to thank all team members for their
spirit, dedication, and work ethic. Special thanks from me to Kathie Swift, Julie
Schooling, and Sue Threinen, who rose to the leadership challenge with enthusiasm.
I welcome Satnam Brar to our team and acknowledge team members who’ve moved
on to new careers. They are: Michèle MacNeil, Henry Michel, Mike Ratch, Rex
Turgano, Kym Welstead, Chad Wilkie and Kathi Zimmerman. We wish you all the best.
I also take this opportunity to thank our delivery Partners who provide office
space, administration, and/or leadership support to our extension specialists. They
are the: Council of Forest Industries – Southern and Northern offices, En’owkin
Centre, Forest Engineering Research Institute of Canada, McGregor Model Forest
Association, BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, Natural Resources
Canada – Canadian Forest Service, University of British Columbia, Okanagan
University College, and University of Northern British Columbia.

The FORREX team in action.

TREASURER’S REPORT

The role of the Treasurer is to work with the Finance and Audit Committee to
provide assurance to the Board of Directors that the financial statements accurately
reflect the financial status of the Society. Over the course of the year, I have reviewed
and presented the quarterly financial statements. It is my opinion that these
statements presented an accurate picture to the Board and provided the information
necessary to make decisions relating to the financial stability of the Partnership.

FORREX 2004 - 2005 ANNUAL REPORT

CONTRIBUTIONS BY
PARTNER CATEGORY

29% Industry
22% Academia
21% Provincial
9% NGOs
7% Federal
7% Aboriginal
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Another role of the Treasurer is to provide guidance to the CEO as she strives to
achieve the financial goals established by the Board. Our 2004-05 operating budget
target was set at $2.127 million. We exceeded this target, with a net revenue of
$2.698 million. Over half of this revenue ($1.474 million) was from a conditional
grant with the Province of British Columbia Forest Investment Account, from the
Forest Practices Board, and from various Partners. Co-operative agreements provided
12% ($312,758), while products and services contracts accounted for 5% ($122,295)
of our revenue. We leveraged 28% ($760,857) in contributed services from Partners
this year, and I’m also pleased to report $6,300 in donations and $22,000 in interest
earnings from our Ecosystem Legacy Fund. Contributions from our Partners and
volunteers are up slightly from last year (from $758,000 to $760,857), and
continue to be critical in assisting the Partnership to achieve our goals. Figure 4
illustrates this contribution by Partner category. I thank our Partners for their
support, particularly during this year of unprecedented change.
The financial goal as stated in the Partnership business plan ($4.5 M in operating
capital) was based on achieving a balanced funding portfolio from government,
interest earnings from the Ecosystem Legacy Fund, private sector contributions,
and fees-for-service. We have not yet achieved this target but we are getting closer.
The Partnership continued to rely on Provincial contributions (49%) and received
the remaining 51% of funds through various annual agreements and contributed
services. We will continue to pursue alternative funding to maintain a balanced
operating portfolio.

5% Other

Figure 4: Percentage of
contributions by Partner category
2004-05

Thanks to Sue Threinen and Sandra
Ramunno for their diligence and
commitment to administration of
FORREX’s finances and corporate
information.

Ecosystem Legacy Fund
The Ecosystem Legacy Fund was established in 2000 to give individuals,
foundations, agencies, and corporations an opportunity to contribute to the
success of our charitable organization. Interest earned from capital investments will
contribute to linking people with the best available knowledge, and will support
collaborative research, technology development, knowledge transfer, and extension
education activities. This ensures continuous innovation and improvements in
sustainable ecosystem-based management of our natural resources.
The Fund balance at March 31, 2005 was $873,442. The market value at March
31, 2005 was $887,842. We hope to see contributions exceed $3 million over the
coming year, and invite Partners and supporters of FORREX to encourage others to
donate to the Ecosystem Legacy Fund and our ‘Network of Knowledge’ campaign.
Chris Cunningham

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Year ended March 31, 2005, with comparative figures for 2004

Cash
Restricted cash
Restricted portfolio investments
Accounts receivable
Interfund balances
Prepaid expenses

$

Capital assets
$
LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS
Current liabilities: Accounts payable & accrued liabilities
Deferred contributions
Net assets:

$

Internally restricted
Invested in capital assets
Unrestricted
$

186
885,256
(12,000)
873,442
873,442
873,442
873,442
873,442

$

$
$

$

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL ACTIVITY

Contributed materials & services
Cooperative agreements
Donations
Grants & agreements
Products & services
Other
Investment income

$

6,300
22,100
28,400

9,458
9,458
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditures before transfers 18,942
(18,500)
Transfers from Ecosystem Legacy Fund
442
Excess (deficiency) of revenue over expenditures
873,000
Net assets, beginning of year
873,442
$
Net assets, end of year

Expenditures:

$

$

249,142
68,109
692,035
279,197
10,370
1,298,853
66,741
$ 1,365,594

16,594
72,624
885,256
124,008
27,512
1,125,994
22,808
1,148,802

$

37,706
41,386
79,092
945,880
22,808
101,022
1,069,710
1,148,802

$

27,223
164,914
192,137
941,109
66,741
165,607
1,173,457
$ 1,365,594

$

$

2004
TOTAL

2005
TOTAL
$

760,857
312,758
1,474,450
98,636
23,659
2,670,360
290,052
20
1,831,385
454,112
217,480
2,793,049
(122,689)
18,500
(104,189)
300,457
196,268

$

757,640
126,865
1,709,663
283,873
25,564
2,903,605

760,857
312,758
6,300
1,474,450
98,636
23,659
22,100
2,698,760

$

290,052
20
1,831,385
454,112
217,480
9,458
2,802,507
(103,747)
(103,747)
1,173,457
1,069,710

425,081
51,655
1,679,157
509,732
8,344
187,609
2,861,578
42,027
42,027
1,131,430
$ 1,173,457

Year ended March 31, 2005, with comparative figures for 2004

Cash provided by (used in):
Operations: Excess (defiency) of revenue expenditures
Item not involving cash: Amortization of capital assets
Changes in non-cash working capital items:
Decrease (increase) in accounts receivable
Increase in prepaid expenses
Increase in short-term investments
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable & accrued liablilities
Decrease in deferred contributions
Investments: Purchase of capital assets
Decrease in cash
Cash, beginning of year
Cash, end of year
Cash consists of: Cash
Restricted cash

37,706
41,386
79,092
72,438
22,808
101,022
196,268
275,360

$

OPERATING
FUND

Corporate Services
Identifying Needs
Extension Services
Information Management
Evaluation
Corporate Administration
Ecosystem Legacy Fund

STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS

$

Year ended March 31, 2005, with comparative figures for 2004
ECOSYSTEM
LEGACY FUND

Revenue:

16,594
72,438
124,008
12,000
27,512
252,552
22,808
275,360

2004

2005
$ (103,747)
54,431
(49,316)
155,189
(17,142)
(193,221)
10,483
(123,528)
(217,535)
(10,498)
(288,033)
317,251
89,218
$
$ 16,594
72,624
89,218
$

$

$
$
$

42,027
14,185
56,212
(99,349)
(10,370)
(12,067)
(251,874)
(85,511)
(402,959)
(10,721)
(413,680)
730,931
317,251
249,142
68,109
317,251

Financial Reports
The financial position of FORREX
as at March 31, 2005 is described
in the Statement of Financial
Position, Statement of Financial
Activity, and Statement of Cash
Flows. Copies of the official
Auditor’s Report and financial
statements are available on
request by contacting the Society
at (250) 371-3746.
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Current assets:

2004
TOTAL

2005
TOTAL

OPERATING
FUND

ECOSYSTEM
LEGACY FUND

ASSETS
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FOREST RESOURCES DYNAMICS

Making a difference
in 2004-2005
FOREST RESOURCES DYNAMICS
WORKING GROUP
Dave Conly, Tolko Industries Ltd.
(formerly Riverside Forest Products Ltd.)
Heather Cullen, BC Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management
Lori Daniels, University of British
Columbia, Geography Department

The Forest Resources Dynamics cluster strives to increase
understanding and use of forest resources dynamics innovations in resource policy, planning and operational decision
making. The team continues to address information needs
in the areas of Early Stand Dynamics, Forest Operations
and Engineering, Ecosystems and Stand Management, and
Ecosystem Productivity. This year, the team responded to
specific needs in the areas of variable retention, stand density
and wood quality, forest health (particularly mountain pine
beetle issues), various engineering and operations technologies, and vegetation management.

EXTENSION TEAM
MEMBERS
Kathie Swift
Darcy Moshenko
Ed Proteau
Albie Thomson
Jennifer Turner
Alan Wiensczyk
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Diane Douglas, BC Ministry of Forests,
Forest Genetics Council
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Bruce Larson, University of British
Columbia, Forest Management
Department
Phil LePage, BC Ministry of Forests
Kathy Lewis, University of Northern
British Columbia
Pat Martin, BC Ministry of Forests
Teresa Newsome, BC Ministry of Forests
Eric Philips, FERIC - Forest Engineering
Research Institute of Canada
Doug Stables, Western Forest Products
Ltd.
Steve Stearns-Smith, Southern Interior
Growth and Yield Co-operative
Roger Whitehead, Canadian Forest

Early Stand Dynamics
Variable retention has been underway on the coast of British Columbia since the
late 1980s, and long-term research projects such as MASS (Montane Alternative
Silvicultural Systems) and STEMS (Silviculture Treatments for Ecosystem
Management in the Sayward) have started to generate results that further our
understanding and application of variable retention into operational decision
making. Early in the fiscal year, Early Stand Dynamics (ESD) extension specialist
Kathie Swift worked with the Canadian Forest Service (CFS), FERIC, the BC
Ministry of Forests (MOF), and Malaspina University-College to host the Variable
Retention Science Forum. The science forum showcased the latest scientific and
experiential information on regeneration, nutrient cycling, links between forest
management and biodiversity conservation, and forest ecology.
As a result of attending the forum, respondents to a follow-up evaluation indicated
that they planned (within the next six months) to:
• “Rethink how I approach the design of research projects.”

Service

• “Push my company into more appropriate VR planning.”

John Phillips, TimberWest

• “Contact new people concerning their research and look for additional
collaboration.”
• “Communicate findings with my colleagues, licensees, to ensure they utilize
available information.”
• “Help my company develop a VR strategy in Alberta.”

Other Highlights
• To further the operational decision makers’ understanding
and use of science in the development of their plans, the
ESD extension specialist worked with both government
and industry partners to develop and publish 8 forest
health Stand Establishment Decision Aids (SEDAs) for
the Southern Interior (Nelson area) in the BC Journal of
Ecosystems and Management (JEM). Previous extension
notes in this forest health series have been used to
support improved policy and management decisions
regarding lodgepole pine.
• To further the planning and delivery effectiveness of the
Forest Genetics Council’s Extension and Communication
Sub-program, the extension specialist co-ordinated and
analyzed a client needs survey. As a result of this survey,
the Sub-program intends to hold a planning workshop
to integrate the information into their strategic extension
plan for the next five years.

Forest Operations and Engineering
With the implementation of the Forest and Range Practices
Act (FRPA), forest practitioners in British Columbia are
seeking research information related to their operations
so they can develop results-based plans to manage and
protect the 11 values of FRPA. Research applicable to
forest operations is readily available; however, it is not
easily extended to field practitioners who need to utilize
the information in their decision making. FORREX works
in partnership with FERIC and forest operations extension
specialists Darcy Moshenko, Albie Thomson, and Ed
Proteau, who provide their clients with opportunities to
gather information through various events and activities.
In January 2005, FORREX and FERIC, with support
from the FIA Forest Science Program and UNBC, held a
workshop entitled Mountain Pine Beetle Research Update
– An Operational Perspective. Approximately 100 people
attended, representing MOF, industry, consulting firms,
academia, and First Nations. This workshop provided
operational decision makers with an overview of current
and proposed research dealing with beetle spread, harvesting and hauling, uses for affected wood, regeneration of
stands, and possible fire issues. To further extend the information presented at this session, a LINK newsletter article
summarized take-home messages from each presentation.
In March 2005, FORREX and FERIC, with support
from the FIA Forest Science Program, held a workshop on
Innovative Road Construction and Maintenance Techniques
on the Coast in Campbell River. More than 100 people
attended, representing MOF, industry, consulting firms,
and contractors. This workshop provided practitioners
with information related to: fish passing culverts, structural
properties of second-growth log stringers, fords, explosives
and rock drilling, mobile rock crushers, geotextiles and end
haul alternatives, hauling on steep grades, and managing
siltation on logging roads. Following the workshop, several
participants indicated they were planning to utilize
information delivered at the workshop in their own
operations to improve efficiencies in road construction
and road maintenance.
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During this fiscal year, the ESD extension program
also initiated programming in the area of wood quality.
Focusing on increasing the understanding of both policy
and operational decision makers about the implications
of varying stand density and its impact on wood quality,
the extension specialist worked in collaboration with the
University of British Columbia, Southern Interior Growth
and Yield Co-op (SIGY), and Malaspina UniversityCollege, to present a science forum. Exploring Stand
Density and its Relationship to Wood Quality took place in
Kelowna in early December 2004. The event focused on
providing the latest science in five specific theme areas:
Driving Decisions from Objectives; Basic Principles of
Stand Density and Wood Quality; Key Research Around
Stand Density and Wood Quality; Density Linkages to
Timber and Non-Timber Modelling; and Economic
Considerations.
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Ecosystems and Stand Management
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Also in March, FORREX and FERIC, with support from
the FIA Forest Science Program, and Louisiana-Pacific
Canada Ltd., held a workshop on Operational Issues When
Utilizing Cable Yarding Systems in the Interior of BC in
Golden. More than 100 people attended, representing
MOF, industry, consulting firms, WCB, and harvesting
contractors. This workshop was a continuation of the steep
slope harvesting theme addressed at the Steep Slope Logging
– Extending Ground Based Systems workshop in Cranbrook
in 2004. Following the workshop, some participants
said they planned to apply information delivered at the
workshop in their own operations to increase efficiencies in
the planning and harvesting of cable yarding settings.

To increase awareness of knowledge gaps and issues relating
to forest resources dynamics, Al Wiensczyk authored
a FORREX File Report entitled Mountain Pine Beetle:
Linking Recent and Current Projects to Identified Needs.
The report, prepared for the Forest Science Board (FSB),
summarizes research and extension projects initiated in
the last five years. As a result of accessing this report, the
FSB has a better understanding of how well the provincial
Forest Science Program (FSP) and federal Mountain Pine
Beetle Initiative are addressing practitioners’ information
needs, and can make more informed decisions about
immediate and longer-term research and extension
priorities in this area.

The Forest Operations and Engineering team published
articles in FORREX’s newsletter LINK to increase clients’
awareness of operational innovations, including:

To enhance researchers’ ability to communicate and extend
research knowledge to forest operations practitioners and
resource managers, an Extension Basics workshop was held
in Smithers in July 2004. Ten researchers from government, industry, and the consulting community attended
the workshop, and gave positive verbal feedback following
the event.

• a low-impact single stem harvesting system
• an innovative windrow rock crusher (Rockbuster) for
resurfacing roads
• direct seeding options for growing trees, a method that
might be cost effective in mountain pine beetle-killed
stands
• a Web-based log transportation monitoring system
• growing trees on rehabilitated roads and landings
• an innovative underwater harvesting system using an
ROV (remote operated vehicle) to harvest forests that
have been flooded

Extension planning support was provided to Ian Sharpe of
the BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection who is
monitoring macro-benthic invertebrates as part of sustainability indicator development for SFMP and LRMP applications. “Thanks again for your great collaboration on
this,” writes Sharpe, referring to Al Wiensczyk’s assistance
in developing the FSP-funded project’s extension plan and
logic model.
To increase operational decision makers’ ability to determine the most appropriate forest management action based
on science, FORREX and the University of Northern
BC helped organize the Northern Silviculture Committee
(NSC)/Northern Interior Vegetation Management Association
(NIVMA) Winter Workshop in Prince George in January
2005. The two-day conference attracted over 200 attendees
from industry, government, academia, and the consulting
community.

In response to information on planting and growth of
black spruce seedlings that Al Wiensczyk provided, John
Marchal of Apollo Forest Products wrote, “With this kind
of literature, it will be easier for me to predict outcomes
and defend decisions with either fellow Apollo staff or
Government staff.”

Ecosystem Productivity
An extension plan was developed early in 2004-05 to
clarify ecosystem productivity extension goals, objectives,
and activities. This extension plan will be regularly updated
to ensure it focuses on the latest ecosystem productivity
information needs of the natural resource community.
To further operational decision makers’ understanding and
use of science in the development of their plans, ecosystem
productivity extensionist Jennifer Turner collaborated with
the MOF and CFS to generate Stand Establishment
Decision Aid extension notes on spruce weevil, western
spruce budworm, laminated root rot, paper birch, fireweed,
and red alder. These extension notes will provide forest
managers with valuable information on these problems
including their incidence in BC’s Coastal Forests, management considerations, and forest productivity implications.
Two extension notes were also drafted to increase the
natural resource community’s knowledge of the effects of
initial stand density and other management options on
long-term timber productivity and wood quality.

It is important for forest managers to have a sound
knowledge of how to improve decisions for achieving
sustainable forest management and ecosystem productivity while managing for other forest values. The Forest
Resources Dynamics listserv, launched in the fall of 2004,
is increasing the natural resource community’s awareness of
Forest Resources Dynamics-related products and services.
Through this increased awareness, we expect to see greater
demand for available science-based information.
The team often shares ideas and innovations related to
Forest Resources Dynamics with clients through newsletter
articles in LINK. Jennifer Turner’s article entitled, “A
checklist for dealing with ‘wicked’ problems,” referring to the
challenge of integrating complex ecological, economic,
and social factors when planning for forest ecosystem
management, prompted the following response from
Shannon Janzen, EBM Implementation Manager with
the Coast Forest Conservation Initiative: “I love the 10
characteristics—words never rang more true to me!”
Clients benefit from fresh perspectives on approaching
challenges, as well as from science-based information they
can use in making decisions.
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In a follow-up evaluation, 74% of respondents said the
conference was worthwhile or very worthwhile. One participant indicated the workshop was “just what I was looking
for”; another felt it was “one of the best I have attended...
very interesting topics.” One respondent intends to apply
information from the operational-based presentations in
their work as a silviculture forester for a licensee.
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ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT

AND

CONSERVATION BIOLOGY

Making a difference
in 2004-2005

EXTENSION TEAM
MEMBERS
Susan Leech

ECOSYSTEM MANAGEMENT
AND CONSERVATION BIOLOGY
WORKING GROUP
Sally Aitken, University of British
Columbia
Steve Byford, BC Ministry of Forests
Patrick Daigle, BC Ministry of Water,
Land and Air Protection
Robert Gray, R.W. Gray and Associates
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Maurice Hansen, Rocky Mountain
Trench Natural Resources Society
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Rachel Holt, Veridian Ecological
Consulting
Ken Lertzman, Simon Fraser University
Corrie Leung, Canadian Parks and
Wilderness Society
Staffan Lindgren, University of Northern
British Columbia
Andy MacKinnon, BC Ministry of
Sustainable Resource Management
Kathy Martin, University of British
Columbia
Darrell Smith, East Kootenay
Conservation Program
Kari Stuart-Smith, Tembec Inc.
Melissa Todd, Houston Forest Products

The Ecosystem Management and Conservation Biology
Don Gayton
(EMCB) cluster aims to increase understanding and use of
conservation biology and ecosystem management principles
Karyn Sutherland
and innovations in resource policy, planning and operational
Carla Wainwright
decision making. Through our extension programs, we contribute to an overall goal of maintaining healthy ecosystems
and species populations within their historic ranges, at appropriate temporal and
spatial scales, to achieve a long-term sustainable balance between society and the
natural world.
The EMCB team collaborated with a variety of partners this year in the areas of effectiveness monitoring, species at risk recovery planning, ecological monitoring, habitat
management, and improving people’s access to conservation-related information.

Successful Partnership for Effectiveness Monitoring Conference
In the fall of 2004, FORREX was involved with the development and delivery of an
international conference entitled Monitoring the Effectiveness of Conservation Biology.
Together with the Centre for Applied Conservation Research at the University of
British Columbia and the BC Ministry of Water, Land and Air Protection, as well as
numerous sponsors such as the BC Ministry of Forests, the International Union of
Forest Research Organizations (Division 8), the Smithsonian Institution (Monitoring
and Assessment of Biodiversity Program), and the US Forest Service, FORREX
provided critical support for this event. Over 200 delegates from Canada, the United
States, and other countries attended the conference to discuss scientific methods being
used internationally to conserve biodiversity in managed and unmanaged ecosystems.
Delegates also discussed how successful these methods have been and their direction
for the future. Through our involvement, FORREX contributed to an overall vision
of sharing international perspectives and moving effectiveness monitoring forward in
the province of British Columbia.
Karyn Sutherland presented a very well-received paper at the Conference on
integrating indicators of human behavioural change into effectiveness monitoring
programs, while Don Gayton’s presentation on “Techniques for monitoring ecological
status of grasslands” built on findings outlined in his article in the BC Journal of
Ecosystems and Management (JEM), “Native and non-native plant species on grazed
grasslands of British Columbia’s southern interior.”

Increasingly we are recognizing that changing human
behaviours is paramount to the success of conservation
initiatives. In 2004-05, several EMCB projects focused on
the importance of extension for achieving conservation
program goals. Staff members Susan Leech, Karyn
Sutherland, and Carla Wainwright wrote a paper for the
2004 Species at Risk – Pathways to Recovery conference
entitled: “Recovery Planning to Achieve Desired Results: Using
principles of extension to create meaningful behavioural changes
linked to overall recovery goals.”
Once again, critical extension support was provided to
several Species at Risk Recovery Teams. Key initiatives
from 2004-05 include workshops held for the Canadian
Spotted Owl Recovery Team and the Northern Goshawk
Recovery Team on extension and action planning, as well as
a communications plan developed for the Nechako White
Sturgeon Recovery Team. The Badger Recovery Team,
Hart and Cariboo Mountains Mountain Caribou Recovery
Implementation Group (RIG), and Northern Caribou RIG
also drew on the EMCB team this year.

Much effort was focused on working with our partners to
finalize the draft Strategic Planning, Extension and Evaluation
Manual for Species at Risk Recovery Teams. The end result? In
2005-06, we will deliver a series of workshops on extension
basics for conservation programs, based on the manual.
Through this work, we are increasing people’s knowledge
of how extension can help them achieve their conservation
program goals.
Don Gayton aimed to increase awareness of society’s role in
“creating” and recognizing conservationists through another
JEM article, “Nature Conservation in an Era of Indifference,”
and presentation of a paper entitled “The Challenge
of Overcoming Indifference” at the Canadian Botanical
Educators’ Network conference. Karyn Sutherland
collaborated with John Lewis and Stephen Sheppard
from UBC on a JEM article discussing computer-based
visualization of forest management, a valuable tool to
support public participation in land and resource planning
and decision making.
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Society and Species at Risk
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Collaboration on Ecological Monitoring
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Monitoring provides essential information to guide ecosystem management decisions. Don Gayton, FORREX’s
Ecosystem Management specialist, worked with the
Ecological Monitoring and Assessment Network (EMAN),
a branch of Environment Canada based in Burlington,
Ontario, on two monitoring workshops in 2004-05.
EMAN has developed a whole series of innovative
monitoring protocols that are available for use by citizen
groups, naturalists, schools, and other organizations. More
than 20 volunteers attended a two-day course entitled
Using Arboreal Lichens for Monitoring Urban Air Pollution,
delivered by Brian Craig, senior science advisor for EMAN,
on a rainy day in Vancouver. Arboreal (tree) lichens are
exquisitely sensitive to air pollution, and can be used as
effective “biomonitors” of pollution levels in large cities.
Because of the interest stimulated by the course, an actual
project was designed to monitor lichen diversity in the
Greater Vancouver area. Environment Canada supplied
short-term funding to hire a co-ordinator, and volunteer
sampling was done in the spring of 2005. Results from the
project will be available soon, contributing to an improved
understanding of urban ecology. Don Gayton worked with
EMAN to organize the lichen course, as well as a forest
monitoring course held in the Penticton area. Gayton is
enthusiastic about the partnership, and the process. “It was
a case of two small organizations, EMAN and FORREX,
joining forces to get the ball rolling. Once we did that,
we were able to access a surprising amount of volunteer,
logistical and funding support.” Don attended the 2004
EMAN National Science Meeting in Quebec City, and is
on the organizing committee for the 2005 meeting to be
held in Penticton this November. Gayton looks forward
to future collaborations between FORREX and EMAN,
leading to greater citizen and community involvement
in monitoring and understanding British Columbia’s
ecosystems.
Susan Leech developed and facilitated a workshop on
monitoring for ecological integrity in the Upper Skagit
Watershed, in collaboration with John Richardson from
the UBC Centre for Applied Conservation Research. A
final report, including recommendations for future work,
was presented to the Skagit Environmental Endowment
Commission (SEEC).

Other Highlights

Information related to conservation and ecosystembased management is generated at an incredible rate in
British Columbia. However, information is only useful
if it is well managed and accessible to those who need
it. With that in mind, the EMCB group focused some
attention in 2004-05 on making information about
conservation-related topics more accessible to our clients.
The Conservation Research Database was launched in March
2005, and is available through the Natural Resources
Information Network (www.forrex.org/nrin). This database
pulls together a list of ongoing conservation-related
research projects in British Columbia, detailing names of
researchers involved, contact information, location within
the province, and any publications generated through
the project. The database currently contains mostly
provincially funded research projects through the Forest
Science Program, but in the future we plan to add research
projects funded through other agencies. In 2004-05, we
also produced seven ConservationExt listserv postings,
which were received by over 400 clients within the
province. The listserv provides information on workshops,
conferences, and training courses related to conservation,
as well as conservation-related news and announcements.
Information from this listserv is well received by our
clients. As one recipient put it: “This is the most useful
email I’ve received in ages. Keep ‘em coming, the more
often the better!” We will continue the listserv in 2005-06
with the aim of improving people’s access to conservationrelated information.

• LINK articles: EMCB staff further supported access to
information through LINK newsletter articles on ecological restoration, modelling for Spotted Owl recovery,
habitat supply modelling in BC, the UBC Centre for
Applied Conservation Research Annual Conservation
Symposium, the importance of informal learning, updates
from Species at Risk Recovery Teams (Part II), an overview of two workshops held by the McGregor Model
Forest (Regional climate change seminar and Introduction
to carbon budget accounting), a review of the FORREXsponsored public forum on sustainable harvesting, and an
overview of changes to Species at Risk protection in BC.
• First Nations and Conservation: Don Gayton conducted
an interview with native elder Dennis Martinez for a
future JEM article. He also participated in the En’owkin
collaborative fire history project. These partnerships
contribute to our program objective of increasing the use
of Traditional Ecological Knowledge in managing our
natural resources.
• Modelling Snag and Coarse Woody Debris Dynamics
workshops: Carla Wainwright and Kathi Zimmerman
developed these two workshops in partnership with the
BC Ministry of Forests in Prince George, and contributed
to our program objective of increasing our clients’
knowledge of how to manage for habitat elements.
• Information Needs Assessments: Two needs assessments
were conducted, one on ecological restoration and one
on effectiveness monitoring. We will use the results from
these needs assessments to direct extension efforts in these
two topic areas.
• Biodiversity and Forest Management in BC Web site
(www.forestbiodiversityinbc.ca): Kym Welstead and
Susan Leech continued to provide support for the
development of content for this Web site aimed at forest
managers in British Columbia.
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Keeping People “in the Loop”
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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT

Making a difference
in 2004-2005

EXTENSION TEAM
MEMBERS
Rob Scherer

WATERSHED MANAGEMENT
WORKING GROUP
Don Dobson, Dobson Engineering Ltd.
Shelley Higman, Weyerhaeuser
Company Ltd.
R.D. Moore, University of British
Columbia
David Toews, Forest Hydrology
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Consultant
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Peter Tschaplinski, BC Ministry of Forests

The Watershed Management cluster works to increase
Robin Pike
the understanding and use of watershed management
innovations, including awareness and knowledge of natural
hydrologic processes of coastal and interior watersheds, in
resource policy, planning and decision making. Extension specialists Rob Scherer and
Robin Pike strategically designed and delivered activities that built on past successes
and the concept of “extension partnerships” in achieving program extension
objectives in 2004-05. Activities such as technical forest hydrology workshops and
field trips; Streamline Watershed Management Bulletin; synthesis-style publications;
and the BC Forest Hydrology and Geomorphology Compendium are examples of how
the program specialists are working closely with researchers, FORREX Partners
including the BC Ministry of Forests (MOF), Okanagan University College
(OUC), and others to extend watershed management information.

Adam Wei, Okanagan University College
Paul Whitfield, Environment Canada

Watershed Management Field Trips and Workshops

Rita Winkler, BC Ministry of Forests

Through partnering with the BC Ministry of Forests in 2004-05, three strategic
events were designed and delivered to increase knowledge and awareness of natural
hydrologic processes and the effects of watershed management in BC.
A field trip to exchange technical information on karst management issues was
designed in collaboration with the BC Ministry of Forests, and led by Paul Griffiths
of Cave Management Services. Karst topography formed when water dissolves
soluble bedrock such as limestone, dolomite and marble. Karst is characterized by
pitted rock surfaces, sinkholes, sinking streams, springs, and subsurface drainage
systems—a challenging regime to manage. The Karst of Northern Vancouver Island
field trip let workshop participants gain a better understanding of karst topography and management issues in terms of vulnerability, forest hydrology, and worker
safety. Subsequent to the field tour, a workshop was held in Nanaimo in July 2004
to refine proposed karst indicators in relation to the Forest and Range Practices Act.
Program specialists assisted with workshop design and facilitation to obtain technical
and operational feedback on draft karst indicators. A third workshop entitled The
Upper Penticton Creek Watershed Experiment – At Twenty Years was conducted in
partnership with eight Forest Science Program researchers representing the MOF,
UBC, and OUC. The Kamloops workshop was designed to increase understanding and
awareness of knowledge gained over the last 20 years from the long-term watershed
experiment. Topics included forest management issues associated with water quantity and quality relevant to the Southern Interior. The workshop targeted extension
to local First Nations, government agencies, licensees, and forestry consulting firms.

Streamline Watershed Management Bulletin

Other Highlights

Streamline fosters collaboration and provides an outlet for
Forest Science Program researchers and others wishing to
reach watershed management practitioners and interested
individuals in the Pacific Northwest. Streamline’s goal is
to increase communication, awareness, and knowledge of
research and innovation in watershed management. Central
to Streamline are management activities that affect water
resources and associated values. With funding from the BC
Ministry of Forests through the Forest Investment Account,
Forest Science Program and the USDA Forest Service, two
issues of Streamline were distributed to over 1,000 on-line
and 2,000 print subscribers per issue. In 2004-05, articles
strategically focused on themes including the history of
BC forest hydrology; forestry effects on water quantity,
snow and water quality in snowmelt-dominated regimes;
discussion of risk-based watershed assessments; innovative
monitoring and measurement techniques; and several case
studies of stream restoration.

• Increased awareness of current news, events and
links through the circulation of monthly watershed
management listserv announcements to 1,150
subscribers within western Canada and the United
States.

The program specialists, in collaboration with several
FORREX Partners, authored a number of papers on current watershed management issues to increase knowledge
and awareness of natural hydrologic processes and the
effects of watershed management, and to fill current knowledge gaps for identified target audiences. Articles include:
• Teti, P. and R.G. Pike. 2005. Selecting and testing an
instrument for surveying stream shade. JEM 6(2).
• Luider, C.D., P.J. Curtis, R.A. Scherer, and D.J.
Arkinstall. 2005. An Inexpensive, Automatic Gravity-fed
Water Sampler for Investigating Water Quality in Small
Streams. Streamline 8(2).
• Scherer, R.A. 2004. Decomposition and Longevity of
In-Stream Woody Debris: A Review of Literature from
North America. In: Proceedings of the 2004 Forest Land
– Fish II Conference.
• Pike, R. and R.A. Scherer. 2004. Low flows in
snowmelt-dominated watersheds. Streamline 8(1).

• Development of table of contents and Web page for a
compendium designed to synthesize 30 years of
hydrology/geomorphology science in BC. The Forest
Hydrology and Geomorphology in British Columbia:
Principles and Practice project is a collaboration of
individuals from the BC Ministry of Forests, BC Ministry
of Water, Land and Air Protection, Environment Canada,
Department of Fisheries and Oceans, University of
Victoria, University of British Columbia, Victoria CRD
Water Services, Okanagan University College, and several
senior-level consultants.
• Assistance with development and delivery of the
Canadian Water Resources Association (CWRA) BC
Conference entitled: Water – Our Limiting Resource.
Kelowna, BC, February 23–25, 2005. A set of recommendations was developed from the combined effort of
over 150 participants at the conference. The priority areas
covered by the recommendations included governance,
water quality and fisheries, water supply and demand,
information management, communication, and trust
building. The conference was attended by individuals
from municipal government, provincial government,
federal government, private consulting, interested public,
and NGOs.
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Watershed Management Written Works

• Two presentations summarizing in-stream wood research
being conducted at Okanagan University College were
provided to increase the knowledge and awareness of
small stream research in BC
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SOCIO-ECONOMICS, INDIGENOUS
MANAGEMENT

AND

KNOWLEDGE

Making a difference
in 2004-2005
SOCIO-ECONOMICS
WORKING GROUP
Rein Kahlke, McGregor Model Forest
Association
Vic Adamowicz, Sustainable Forest
Management Network
Annie Booth, University of Northern
British Columbia
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Jerry Botti, Community Futures
Development Corporation

EXTENSION TEAM
MEMBERS

Shawn Morford
The Socio-economic, Indigenous and Knowledge
Management team is a group of three extension specialists
Henry Michel
working in the areas of Socio-economics, Aboriginal Forestry,
Rex Turgano
Indigenous Knowledge, and Information and Knowledge
Management. The goal of this cluster is to increase the
understanding and use of social and economic science,
indigenous knowledge, and natural resource information management innovations in
resource policy, planning, and operational decision making.

This year, team members focused on providing extension services that assisted
clients to access research-based information, and linked researchers and practitioners
to resources that will bridge gaps in the human dimensions of resource management (areas such as economics, community development, culture, values, and public
involvement), Aboriginal forestry, and information management.

Wolfgang Haider, Simon Fraser
University
Murray Rutherford, Simon Fraser
University
Dennis Fitzgerald, Weyerhaeuser
Company Ltd.
Don Laishley, Industry Consultant

Socio-economics
This year, extension specialist Shawn Morford worked to promote improved crosscultural communications; increased collaboration between social scientists,
communities, and natural resource managers; enhanced access to information on
community forestry; and greater organizational capacity to conduct evaluations and
apply social science in decision making.

John Innes, University of British
Columbia
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Tom Niemann, BC Ministry of Forests
Cindy Pearce, Labyrinth Consulting
Bill White, Canadian Forest Service
John Parkins, Canadian Forest Service
Steve Litke, Fraser Basin Council
Victor Cumming, Westcoast CED
Consulting Ltd.
Henry Michel, FORREX
Randy Sunderman, Peak Solutions
Consulting

Cross-cultural Communications
Among FORREX goals is increasing collaborative problem solving and the use of
indigenous science in natural resource-based decision making. Drawing from crosscultural communications and conflict resolution research, FORREX has conducted
a series of workshops on culture, language, and conflict to help Aboriginal and nonAboriginal natural resource managers increase their cross-cultural communications
competency, and increase trust and communication between cultural groups.
Shawn Morford and extension projects assistant Janet Jeffery worked with the
Aboriginal Forestry extension specialist Henry Michel to build on the existing
curriculum for the FORREX cross-cultural communication workshops for resource
managers, public advisory groups, and others on the influence of culture, language,
and conflict. Janet Jeffery conducted a literature search to enhance the curriculum
and offer more research-based information on intercultural communications and
teaching models. The material was entered into a database that was linked to the
Natural Resources Information Network (NRIN) for further distribution to clients.

Michel and Morford also worked with Royal Roads
University graduate student Mike Simpson on a survey
and focus group interviews that Simpson conducted with
representatives of the forest sector and environmental organizations on culture, worldviews, and conflict. Simpson’s
research contributed to the understanding of perceptions
among those with diverse worldviews toward forest resources.

The survey showed that as a result of the forum:
• 18 of 37 respondents said they have advocated for
greater resources being directed to communities in
transition
• 15 people have become more engaged in their community and collaborated on economic transition activities
• 14 people have contacted researchers

Participants at the 2004 Communities and Natural Resources
in Transition Forum (FORREX and McGregor Model
Forest Association) identified a need for resource managers
to have access to information on individual social scientists
conducting research in natural resources so better linkages
can be built between social scientists and resource management. As a result, the Socio-economics Program, with
funding support from McGregor Model Forest, published
a Web-based and printed version of the Social Science and
Natural Resource Management Researcher Directory, 2005
listing contact information and research interests of 66
social scientists working in natural resource management
and conservation. Two hundred copies were printed and
150 were mailed to social science researchers, resource
managers, and community leaders who attended the
Communities and Natural Resources in Transition Forum. As
of March 31, 2005, readers had downloaded the directory
1,683 times from the FORREX Web site. The directory
is expected to lead to an increased number of partnerships
between communities and researchers.

Evaluation of 2004 Communities in Transition
Conference
To assess its effectiveness and plan for future events,
FORREX conducted an evaluation survey of participants
of February 2004 Communities and Natural Resources in
Transition Forum to assess the short-term impacts of the
event on the goal of increasing linkages between social
science researchers and natural resource managers. Thirtyseven people completed the survey and 94% of respondents
said that the forum made a significant difference to them.

• 14 people have reviewed information and references that
they obtained at the forum
• 13 people built relationships with social scientists about
the needs of rural communities
• 12 people have accessed new resources and used them in
their work
These findings are consistent with FORREX’s goal of
increasing community-researcher partnerships, increasing
access to information, and increasing use of innovations
and expertise in policy development and planning. Based
on the analysis and compilation of the survey, an article
was completed and published in LINK 6(2) to further raise
awareness about current issues and needs.

Community Forestry Guidebook
FORREX collaborated with the BC Community Forest
Association in the co-publication of a guidebook for
communities on developing community-based forests
called Community Forestry Guidebook: Tools and Techniques
for BC Communities. The project was partly funded by the
Vancouver Foundation; the BC Ministry of Forests through
Forestry Innovation Investment Ltd. and the Forest
Investment Account – Forest Science Program and Small
Tenures Program; and by the Tides Canada Foundation
– Endswell Fund, and was written primarily by community
forestry practitioners throughout BC. Socio-economics
extension specialist Shawn Morford co-authored the final
chapter on “Evaluating Community Forestry Programs” with
Susan Mulkey, a community forestry practitioner from
Kaslo, BC.
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An introductory version of the guidebook was posted on the FORREX Web site in
fall of 2004, and a full version was posted on March 31, 2005. Two hundred copies
of the book were printed and are being distributed by the BC Community Forest
Association. By the end of the fiscal year, the guidebook had been downloaded
from the FORREX Web site 3,242 times. The positive response to the guidebook
demonstrates how FORREX is helping play an important role in linking
communities with knowledge. Together with our Partner, the BC Community
Forest Association, FORREX is helping many communities in BC gain access to
valuable practical experiential knowledge about community forestry.

Outreach and Support
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To enhance organizations’ capacity to utilize social science for evaluations, Shawn
Morford:
• advised the Forest Practices Branch of the BC Ministry of Forests in developing a
survey to assess the effectiveness of a training session;

ABORIGINAL FORESTRY
WORKING GROUP
David Lawrence Bosnich, Secwepemc
Natural Resources Society
Tina Sellars, Cariboo Tribal Council,
Soda Creek First Nation
Larry Casper, Lillooet Tribal Council
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Gordon Prest, University of British
Columbia First Nations Forestry Initiatives
Co-ordinator

• reviewed a survey draft for Northern Vegetation Management group, provided
survey tool design input, and conducted analysis of the results; and
• provided survey design expertise on four Web-based FORREX surveys.
To assist organizations and individuals in accessing and applying social science in
decision making, Shawn:
• responded to requests for information on social science information gaps in BC
for two forestry consultants;
• linked forest industry representatives to the Economic Development Association
of BC;
• presented a paper on extension evaluation at the National Association of Natural
Resource Extension Professionals meeting in West Virginia; and
• presented an evaluation workshop at the National Association of Interpretation
Conference in Michigan in November 2004.

Aboriginal Forestry
In order to achieve FORREX’s strategic goal for the Aboriginal Forestry Extension
Program, extension specialist Henry Michel focused on key building blocks during
the 2004-05 fiscal year. These building blocks include promoting and enhancing
healthier relationships between forest stakeholders and Aboriginal governments and
community members, and increasing natural resource research capacity among First
Nations organizations.

To promote healthier relationships between forest stakeholders and Aboriginal communities, Henry Michel
worked with the Federation of BC Woodlot Associations
(FBCWA) and with the Cariboo Tribal Council in preparing
a presentation for the Federation’s annual general meeting
in Williams Lake in October 2004. The presentation,
entitled “Initiating a Dialogue Between Woodlot Licensees and
Neighbouring First Nations,” was delivered twice during the
Federation’s AGM. It summarized findings from a spring
2004 workshop designed to create awareness around cultural
differences, communication conflicts, and meaningful
consultation—a session that was co-facilitated by John Jules
of the Kamloops Indian Band, Chris Cunningham of the
FBCWA, and Shawn Morford of FORREX. As a result of
Michel’s presentation, the FBCWA passed a resolution to
establish a First Nations Liaison Portfolio.
Michel co-authored a LINK newsletter article about this
presentation and the workshop on which it was based with
Kristy Palmantier, Director of Natural Resources for the
Williams Lake Indian Band, further increasing awareness of
the importance and benefits of cross-cultural dialogue.
Henry also worked with FORREX Socio-economics
extension specialist, Shawn Morford, and a BC graduate
student, Mike Simpson, to conduct two focus group
interview sessions looking at culture, language, and world
views as part of Simpson’s Master’s program at Royal Roads
University in conflict resolution. The sessions brought
together a diverse set of forest stakeholders to discuss
perceptions and seeks ways to bridge communications
gaps and reduce conflicts. A LINK article summarizing the
research was prepared for publication in 2005-06.
To enhance relationships between forest stakeholders and
Aboriginal governments, Henry Michel assisted several
Species at Risk Recovery Teams and industry partners in
developing strategies for the meaningful involvement of
First Nations in recovery team work, including the Badger,
Yellow-breasted Chat, and Sage Thrasher Recovery Teams.

Outreach was provided to practitioners in the Kamloops
District Office of the BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource
Management, members of the Kamloops Timber Supply
Area Aboriginal Overview Assessment Steering Committee,
and the South Okanagan Bands’ traditional harvesters and
gatherers in relation to species at risk recovery strategies for
First Nations lands.
Henry Michel also assisted the BC Coalition for Implementation of the National Forest Strategy and in developing
strategies for meaningful consultation with First Nations.
It was expected that the number of requests for developing and delivering workshops or information sessions, as
well as the frequency of collaboration opportunities, would
be indicators of healthier relationships. Approximately
272 hours were spent providing assistance to operational
practitioners in forestry and natural resource management
during the fiscal year, and significantly more workshops
and requests for assistance from First Nations organizations
were received.

Capacity
To meet the goal of increasing natural resource research
capacity among First Nations organizations, Henry Michel
provided extension support and research design assistance
to a number of First Nations groups this year. Henry
assisted the Cariboo Tribal Council, the Shuswap Nation
Tribal Council, the Okanagan Nation Alliance, as well
as bands located in northern British Columbia, in
developing Aboriginal research proposals. Support was also
provided to the Adams Lake Band in the development of
a Canadian International Development Agency proposal
for an exchange with indigenous peoples in Mexico. This
project is designed to allow the various groups to exchange
sustainable forest management knowledge as it relates to
Traditional Ecological Knowledge.
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Promoting and Enhancing Relationships
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Information Management

INFORMATION MANAGEMENT
WORKING GROUP
Keith Jones, R. Keith Jones and
Associates
Evert Kenk, BC Ministry of Sustainable
Resource Management
Susanne Barker, BC Ministry of Forests

The vision of the Information Management Extension Program is that Partner and
client organizations will have capacity to incorporate innovative systems to manage
and disseminate information relating to sustainable resource management. Activities
support the Forest Science Program’s long-term objective of increased reach of forest
science and innovations by helping Partner organizations access information and
increase their knowledge management capabilities. Extension specialist Rex Turgano
worked with Partner and client organizations to improve awareness and knowledge
of key elements of information and knowledge management principles and practices
(including leadership, culture, people/skills, business processes, technology and
other components of organizational structure). Other areas included extension
activities revolving around library sciences and experiential knowledge.
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Donna Delparte, Selkirk College
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Erin Sherry, University of Northern
British Columbia
Alice MacGillivray, Royal Roads
University
Janet Lamb, Environment Canada
Barb Holder, Forintek Canada Corp.
Deb Wilson, University of British
Columbia
Trina Innes, Alberta Environment

Building Capacity
In support of capacity-building objectives, three workshops were conducted
with the Shuswap Nation Tribal Council (SNTC) on the basics of information
management, and a 35-page report that included recommendations for SNTC
was prepared. Jeff Eustache, Shuswap Nation Tribal Council’s Natural Resource
Co-ordinator at the time, expressed his gratitude to FORREX for helping the
Secwepemc communities increase their understanding and awareness of the value
and importance of managing traditional and cultural information. As a result of the
project, workshop participants said that they have also pursued additional education
on information management for their organization.
To help build organizational capacity in information management, Rex Turgano
also worked with the Special Library Association – Western Canada Chapter’s
programming committee on organizing and delivering a Web-based learning
seminar entitled “E-learning: Fundamentals and Opportunities for Information
Professionals.” Twenty people from the natural resource sector and others from the
Lower Mainland attended.

Improving Access to Information
One of the strengths of the program is bringing together
individuals and organizations committed to sharing ideas
and approaches to information management. To enhance
organizations’ ability to access information and increase
their knowledge management capabilities, Rex provided the
following support during 2004-05:

• Continued to post information management articles,
upcoming events, and information management-related
news articles and Web sites on the information
management extension listserv.
• Presented a metadata tutorial for the BC Ministry
of Sustainable Resource Management for data
managers and custodians using the latest release of the
Land Information BC Discovery Service.
• Linked FORREX partners and clients to the “KM2”
workshop at UBC Telestudios, attended by representatives
from BC Ministry of Forests, BC Ministry of Water,
Land and Air Protection, and McGregor Model Forest
Association. Rex provided break-out group facilitation at
the workshop.
• Provided learning materials on metadata to a GIS and
Forestry Conservation class at UBC.
• Wrote a LINK article on the importance of subject access
and use of controlled vocabularies to manage and access
information. The article was targeted at organizations
that do not have librarians or information management
professionals on staff. Rex also wrote a LINK article on
information management innovations presented at the
BC Land Summit.

• Collaborated with the Canadian Library Association
in publishing an article about the Natural Resources
Information Network (NRIN).
• Delivered two NRIN presentations to researchers and
practitioners at UBC and at the McGregor Model Forest
Association Showcase.
• Explored partnership opportunities on common information management activities and provided information
management advice to clients such as UBC Museum of
Anthropology, BC Union of Indian Chiefs, Spallumcheen
Indian Band, BC Real Estate Foundation, McGregor
Model Forest Association, Canadian Network for
Environmental Education and Communication, and
UBC’s Centre for Forest Gene Conservation.
Rex also invested over 50 hours of peer assistance relating
to FORREX’s Web communications, including quality
control and co-ordination of current Web content, and
corporate technology strategic development. This support
contributed to maintenance of a stable corporate network
and uninterrupted client access to FORREX’s Web-based
products and services.
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• Helped organize and develop the Web site for the Pacific
Northwest Forestry Librarians’ annual conference at the
University of British Columbia (UBC) in Vancouver. As
a result of this event, participants involved in forestryrelated disciplines met other similar professionals to build
on their shared experiences and discuss shared results.
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INFORMATION PRODUCTS

AND

SERVICES

Making a difference
in 2004-2005
CORPORATE PUBLICATIONS
WORKING GROUP
John Barker, University of British
Columbia
Michael Blackstock, BC Ministry of
Forests
Rob D’Eon, Ecological Consultant
Chris Hollstedt, FORREX
John Innes, University of British
Columbia
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Trina Innes, Alberta Environment
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Nancy Levesque, University College of
the Cariboo
Brian Robinson, Industrial Forestry
Service Ltd.
Iain Taylor, University of British
Columbia
Carl vanderMark, Canadian Forest
Products Ltd.
Gordon Weetman, University of British
Columbia

TEAM MEMBERS
Julie Schooling

The Information Products and Services cluster is committed
Satnam Brar
to securing global recognition for quality, timely, useful, and
Shelley Church
efficient information products and services; to archiving of
Janet Jeffery
data and information for future generations; and to promoting utilization of our products and services by policy makers,
Jesse Piccin
decision makers, opinion leaders, and influence brokers, by
Mike Ratch
local, regional, and national political leaders, and by commuSusan Thorne
nities. FORREX’s Partners, funders, clients, and volunteers
made valuable contributions again this year in support of
Chad Wilkie
improved access to science-based natural resources information through FORREX publications and our Web-based
products and services. Our advisory Working Group, our JEM review committee, and
our peer reviewers helped ensure the quality and relevance of our products—in total,
these individuals contributed over 280 hours of time in 2004-05, a value of more than
$15,000. We thank them for their dedication and their expertise.
FORREX’s Partner-supported, client-focused publications include the peer-reviewed
BC Journal of Ecosystems and Management (JEM), our newsletter LINK, Streamline
Watershed Management Bulletin, FORREX Series, and File Reports, all of which are
available on the FORREX Web site. The Web site also links clients to extension
specialists, services, tools, and information within strategic topic areas. Our Web-based
Natural Resources Information Network, NRIN, is a searchable network of collaborators’ information libraries that enables clients to find publications, events, researchers,
and organizations targeted to their needs. Our corporate technology staff play a critical
role in maintaining access to our on-line resources and in supporting distribution of
our products to interested audiences—our client database and our email listservs are
two specific tools we use to communicate effectively with our Partners and clients.

BC Journal of Ecosystems and Management (JEM)
www.forrex.org/jem
JEM’s peer-reviewed articles continued to be well received in 2004-05 as 11,900
unique visitors downloaded articles over 55,000 times. The journal showcased
innovations and research results, shared perspectives and case studies, and
contributed to the exchange of knowledge and dialogue in British Columbia and
beyond. Julie Schooling and Shelley Church moved 37 papers forward in the review
and production process, including 21 new manuscripts, and published 15 articles
on-line. JEM listserv notifications of new articles are now sent to 487 subscribers,
an increase of 73 people over the year.

LINK Newsletter www.forrex.org/link
Under the guidance of Shelley Church and Susan Thorne,
LINK delivered highlights of natural resource-related
events, projects, publications, and information sources to
more than 8,000 people in 2004-05. More than 5,000
unique visitors viewed LINK on the FORREX Web site,
and 3,300 subscribers received print issues. According
to our 2005 reader survey, LINK’s topical breadth and readable style are valued, as are the contacts and links to more
detailed information—98% of survey respondents agreed
or strongly agreed that LINK covers topics that are relevant
to them, while 75% have used LINK to connect to further
information or contacts. LINK provides a timely showcase
for research results, including reports on projects funded
by the Province’s Forest Investment Account – Forest
Science Program (FSP). LINK supports FORREX specialists in responding to information needs identified through
their extension programs, and is a vehicle for collaborative
extension of our Partners’ news and information. Articles
were contributed in 2004-05 by FORREX Partners Selkirk
College, Natural Resources Canada and Canadian Forest
Service – Pacific Forestry Centre, Royal Roads University, UBC
(including Alex Fraser Research Forest), FERIC, and MOF.

Streamline Watershed Management Bulletin
www.forrex.org/streamline
Streamline Watershed Management Bulletin delivers
technical information on watershed management in British
Columbia. A collaborative project managed by Robin
Pike, Streamline was funded in part by the BC Ministry of
Forests through the Forest Investment Account – Forest
Science Program and by the USDA Forest Service in 200405. Streamline is a collaborative publication, dependent on
and used by the BC watershed management community.
All Streamline articles undergo both extension and technical
peer reviews to ensure that information is relevant, useful,
and accurate. The technical review committee, consisting
of Dan Moore (UBC), Rob Scherer (FORREX) and Robin
Pike (FORREX), drew on the knowledge of 26 volunteer
experts for technical review of all articles. These volunteer
contributions are a vital component of Streamline’s success.
Streamline supports information exchange between
researchers, watershed professionals, and practitioners.
Fourteen articles were published in 2004-05 on topics
including: the history of BC forest hydrology; forestry
effects on water quantity, snow and water quality in snowmelt-dominated regimes; discussion of risk-based watershed
assessments; innovative monitoring and measurement
techniques; and several case studies of stream restoration.
A reader survey was conducted in 2004—see our summary
report in Streamline 8(2). Of 149 respondents, 74% agreed
that Streamline provides timely access to information, while
93% agreed that Streamline increases their knowledge of
current BC watershed management research and expertise.
Overall, the survey results demonstrated that Streamline is
relevant and on track in presenting reliable and objective
watershed management information. Specific comments
indicate articles’ usefulness: “As a result of the articles on
LWD placement we have been able to convince otherwise skeptical clients to explore and make use of LWD
structures.” “As a result of the recent shade/temperature
article, it’s easier to illustrate the importance of streamside
shading for fish habitat.” “I have been able to quote from
the articles many times at various levels of community
and agency involvement.”
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Fifty-six people responded to our JEM reader survey,
developed with input from our Working Group and
conducted in March 2005. Results, which are summarized
in “News from the Editor” in JEM 6(1), indicate that the
journal improves access to science-based information
on natural resource management (95% agreement) and
supports problem-solving by fostering awareness and
collaboration. The fact that 53% of respondents agreed
JEM has helped them make decisions in the past 6 months
confirms the journal’s value in supporting science- and
knowledge-based decision making (one of FORREX’s longterm outcome objectives). We will work to address readers’
suggestions which included: proactively soliciting content,
including editorials; encouraging multi-disciplinary
submissions; maintaining a broad range of topics; meeting
high standards of peer review; and continuing to emphasize
application of findings and concepts.
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FORREX Series www.forrex.org/forrexseries
Our FORREX Series is a venue for peer-reviewed
information or proceedings on specific topics. In 2004-05,
FORREX Series were downloaded 50,000 times by 7,360
unique visitors. Three new titles were published this year:
• Northern Spotted Owl Workshop Proceedings, January
21-22, 2004 by Kathryn Zimmerman, Kym Welstead,
Elizabeth Williams, and Jennifer Turner (editors).
• Community Forestry Guidebook: Tools and Techniques for
Communities in British Columbia by Jennifer Gunter (ed).
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• Species Summaries and Procedures for Managing Priority
Wildlife in the Omineca Region by Marnie Martin, Kim
Everett, and Kathi Zimmerman (compilers).
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Another report was enhanced through the addition of
internal hyperlinking between text and a large summary
table, and was re-posted on our Web site with a link to a
complementary Land Management Handbook published by
our Partner, the BC Ministry of Forests:
• Historical Variability of Natural Disturbances in British
Columbia: A Literature Review by Carmen Wong, Holger
Sandmann, and Brigitte Dorner.

File Reports www.forrex.org/filereports
File Reports aim to document project results and reference
materials that don’t require peer review, ensuring that this
information is catalogued and discoverable. In 2004-05,
File Reports were downloaded 22,500 times by 3,370
unique visitors. Three new titles were produced this year:
• Communities and Natural Resources in Transition: Linking
Social Science, Decision Makers, and Practitioners for a
Sustainable Future (Forum Summaries and Abstracts) by
Shawn Morford and Rein Kahlke (editors).
• An Assessment of the Research and Technical Information
Needs of Forestry Operators in British Columbia by Shawn
Morford (compiler), Darcy Moshenko, Ed Proteau, and
Albie Thomson.
• Social Science and Natural Resource Management Researcher
Directory, 2005 by Shawn Morford and Janet Jeffery.

Natural Resources Information Network
(NRIN) www.forrex.org/nrin
NRIN continued to support Web-based discovery,
distribution, and access to natural resources information through more than 20,000 catalogue records in this
virtual network of information libraries—many of them
holdings of FORREX Partners interested in extending the
reach of their information. Mike Ratch, NRIN Project
Specialist, oversaw creation of over 4,500 new metadata
records in 7 different catalogues: FORREX Conservation
Biology, FORREX Publications, McGregor Model Forest,
South Okanagan Similkameen Environmental Sciences
Network, Sustainable Forest Management Criteria and
Indicators Initiative, Forest Investment Account LandBase Investment Program Innovative Project Repository,
and Forest Science Program Research Project Repository.
Clients can view metadata and either link directly to online resources or request catalogued items through contact
information associated with each record. NRIN is a
tangible demonstration of FORREX’s commitment to
ensuring future generations’ access to archived products.
To increase awareness and use of NRIN, Mike Ratch made
presentations to 100 attendees at the Planning Sustainable
Communities workshop in Kamloops, and to 26 members
of the Community Mapping Network. NRIN Basics sessions
for FORREX staff equipped them to support clients in
sourcing relevant information. Outreach and extension
support to new and existing NRIN users included demonstrations, technical assistance, and advice on metadata
development strategies.

FORREX Web Site www.forrex.org
More than 37,000 unique visitors accessed our Web site
91,500 times in 2004-05, an increase of 85% from 200304. While most visitors originated in BC, many were from
other provinces, the U.S., Europe, Asia, Australia, and
other regions. This suggests that while information is being
accessed to support decision making in BC, it’s likely also
promoting dialogue and raising awareness of BC’s natural
resource management practices globally.

Corporate Technology
FORREX’s technology team provides staff and partners
with a variety of technology-driven solutions geared
towards improving extension-related activities in support
of FORREX’s and the Forest Science Program’s goals.
Through the use of various Information Technology development methodologies, programming languages, and database development support, our talented team maintains,
upgrades, and facilitates FORREX’s information management needs through the use of customized on-line applications. Our Quarterly Reporting System is a centralized way
for both corporate and satellite staff to provide detailed
performance information to meet various funders’ reporting requirements. The FORREX client database, managed
by Janet Jeffery through our Client Tracking software, is
an important tool that we use to communicate with our
Partners and clients. This software enables us to produce
distribution lists for our corporate publications and to
reach specific audiences based on clients’ topical interests.
Lesley Korman, a summer student sponsored through
Weyerhaeuser’s Jobs For Youth Program, assisted our team
with past event listings and updated our client database
and list of reviewers and authors. Disseminating the best
available scientific information to appropriately broad or
targeted audiences is one key to helping us reach our overall corporate goals.
Another exciting project our team has been working on
with co-operation from the entire organization is the largescale migration to our new Web site infrastructure and
design, which is slated for completion next fiscal. The
ability to quickly and easily update Web content, along
with improved navigation, will enhance clients’ access to
our information resources and those of our Partners.

Our Partners also benefit from our team’s technology extension work through a variety of areas; FORREX helped
the BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource Management
(MSRM), modify its dynamic metadata mining solutions
to integrate with MSRM’s on-line Land Information BC
Discovery Service, providing a customizable means to mine
a misformatted legacy data into its ISO-standardized on-line
service. Our team’s ability to harness the latest technologies
to provide customized solutions to everything from detailed
performance reporting, customizable metadata mining,
and even enterprise-wide software development, creates an
indispensable mechanism that is effectively harnessed by
FORREX’s extension specialists and Partners alike.

Email Lists www.forrex.org/listserv
Listserv announcements were used extensively in 2004-05
to notify clients of new publications, events, and links.
Notices posted to each of the 13 email lists hosted by
FORREX are archived chronologically, allowing for future
access to this information. We now reach over 7,000
subscribers with targeted announcements through a range
of program- and product-related listservs. FORREX hosts
three external listservs-—MountainForests, FORCASTPost,
and METASTAR—further supporting the exchange of
information on science-based, innovative solutions.
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Technical support and content updates provided by Chad
Wilkie, Jesse Piccin, and Satnam Brar ensured uninterrupted access to our Web-based products and services as
well as linkages to our Partners’ sites. Posting of Partners’
and clients’ announcements and events further reflects the
Partnership’s collaborative and integrative approach.
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In closing
Our Partners are our foundation—we’ve aimed to infuse
this annual report with a spirit of celebration, collaboration,
and gratitude for their many contributions to our
accomplishments. Our thanks…for the leadership of our
Board of Directors; for the insights of our Regional Steering
Committee members; for the guidance of our Working
Group members; for the expertise of our peer reviewers;
for the efforts of authors and project partners; for the
confidence of contributors to NRIN; for the support of
our funders; and for the motivation and inspiration of our
clients. Together, we can make even more of a difference
in 2005-2006!

OUR PARTNERS 2004-2005

Agriculture and Agri-food Canada
Alex Fraser Research Forest
BC Community Forest Association
BC Conservation Foundation
BC Ministry of Agriculture, Food
and Fisheries
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South Peace Enterprise Centre
Society

Ktuxaka/Kinbasket Tribal Council

Southern Interior Growth and Yield
Co-operative

Lillooet Tribal Council
Malaspina University-College
Malcolm Knapp Research Forest

Sustainable Forest Management
Network
Tembec Industries Inc.

BC Ministry of Forests

McGregor Model Forest Association

BC Ministry of Sustainable Resource
Management

National Aboriginal Forestry
Association

BC Ministry of Water, Land and
Air Protection

Natural Resources Canada Canadian Forest Service

Bulkley Valley Centre

Nicola-Similkameen Innovative
Forest Practices Society

Tolko Industries Ltd.

Nicola Tribal Association Tmixw Research

Vizon SciTec Inc.

Canfor - Canadian Forest Products
Ltd.
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Kamloops & District Woodlot
Association

Canfor - Radium Division
Cascadia Natural Resource
Consultants Inc.
Cirque Resource Associates Ltd.
College of New Caledonia
Columbia Mountains Institute of
Applied Ecology

Nicola Valley Institute of
Technology
Northern Interior Vegetation
Management Association
Northern Lights College
Okanagan Nation Alliance

Council of Forest Industries Southern Operations

Okanagan University College

Destination Osoyoos

Pope & Talbot Ltd.

Ditidaht First Nation

R. Keith Jones & Associates

En’owkin Centre

Revelstoke Community Forest Corp.

FERIC - Forest Engineering Research
Institute of Canada

Riverside Forest Products Ltd.

Pandion Ecological Research Ltd.

Forest Management Institute of BC

Rocky Mountain Trench Natural
Resources Society

Grasslands Conservation Council of BC

Royal Roads University

Highland Valley Copper Corp.

Secwepemc Cultural Education
Society

Inner Coast Natural Resource Centre
Interfor - Adams Lake Lumber
Interfor - Coast Forest Operations
IUFRO - International Union of
Forest Research Organizations

Secwepemc Natural Resources
Society
Selkirk College
Shuswap Nation Tribal Council
Simon Fraser University
Slocan Forest Products - Radium
and Slocan Divisions
Snowy River Resources
South Okanagan-Similkameen
Conservation Program

The Land Conservancy of British
Columbia
Thompson Rivers University
TimberWest
University of British Columbia
West Fraser Mills Ltd. - Williams
Lake Division
Western Forest Products
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited
Whiskey Jack Forest Sciences
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